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A Certain Place: The Bernie Martin Festival 

Month-long multi-arts festival celebrates the legacy of local artist,  
and brings new artists to light 

 
Peterborough filmmaker Brian Mitolo presents world premiere 

documentary about the life of Bernie Martin 
November 16, 8pm at the Theatre On King 

 
Filmmaker Brian Mitolo has been living and working in Peterborough for over 25 years. On 
November 16, audiences will have a chance to see his latest work, "Bernie Martin", a 22-minute 
documentary about the life of the musician, artist and performer whose life and works are being 
celebrated during the month of November as part of A Certain Place: The Bernie Martin Festival. 

Mitolo credits the festival with providing the opportunity to make the film. Creating the film 
involved sifting through Martin’s vast trove of writings, photos, films, and performances. Mitolo 
also talked to Martin’s partner Mary Lofthouse, and spoke to friends and artistic mentorees of 
Martin’s. “I thank the festival with my whole heart for encouraging me to make this documentary,” 
Mitolo says. “Bernie was a legend who lived near us for many years. He encouraged many artists 
working in Peterborough, and continues to inspire me.” 

A Certain Place shines a light on the legacy of local artist Bernie Martin, who passed away in 
1995, and presents opportunities for local artists as well, emerging to established. The festival 
kicked off in November with two diverse duos of one-act plays, and also features spoken word 
performances, a visual art exhibit and talk, music, a panel on regional artmaking, and film. 

“A Certain Place” is a festival with a difference,” says organizer and performer/writer Kate Story. 
“We didn’t want to simply showcase Bernie’s work – although that is the heart of the festival, 
examining the legacy of this wonderful artist who is nevertheless little known outside of the local 
arts scene.” Artistic director Ryan Kerr elaborates. “We wanted to make sure there were lots of 
learning opportunities, workshops and mentoring. And we wanted to make sure local artists had a 
place to expand their practice, stretch into new territories. We feel that Bernie Martin really 
typifies something about how we make work as Peterborough-area independent artists.” 

Mitolo agrees. “The fact that Bernie took on so much as an artist, making music and painting, 
writing and acting, and even shipbuilding, makes me feel okay about my own artistic 
trajectories. And he taught me the value of speaking more quietly to reach an audience, that there 
was no fourth wall and that they were just friends. I make art in Peterborough because this is 
where I live. My artistic practice comes out of the particulars of my life and place has a very 
personal part in it. I use Peterborough often in my work. It gives me a sense of place. In any case, 
any city is just a social fiction. Creating a space for yourself is what makes living somewhere 
worth it.” 



 

 

Mitolo is also teaching a workshop as part of the festival: Cinematic Stories: Filmmaking 101 for 
Actors. “The participants are all thrilled to be learning about filmmaking from Brian,” Kerr says, 
“and the results will be pretty spectacular.” There will be a screening of these new works by 
emerging filmmakers at The Theatre on King on Tuesday November 22, alongside works created 
through another film workshop led by Lester Alfonso, Creative Nonfiction, for participants 60 
years old and up. 
 
The world premiere screening of “Bernie Martin” will be paired with an original broadcast of 
“Faltan Mas,” one of Bernie's most celebrated works, completed before his tragic early death. 
"Bernie travelled to Guatemala on a humanitarian aid mission and returned with stories of 
atrocities. “Faltan Mas” is a searing indictment of our complacency and a call to consciousness," 
says Mitolo. It is Martin’s only published play, published by Peterborough's Ordinary Press in 
1995 shortly after his death. 
 
The two films will be screened on Wednesday November 16 at 8pm at The Theatre on King. 
Admission at the door is $10 or pay-what-you-can. 
 
Check the festival website for more details: www.ttok.ca 
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